
Work Smarter Than Ever—
Wherever You Are
Advent Direct® is a new cloud-based plat-
form that enables rapid development and
delivery of mobile solutions essential to
your business. The Advent Direct® platform
leverages the power of your people, infor-
mation, and systems to drive collaboration
and efficiency.

Built on this innovative platform, the 
Advent Direct® Investor Management 
solution allows client facing teams to more
effectively manage and grow relationships.
By providing easy access to actionable
information about portfolios, products, 
and people, Advent Direct® Investor 
Management helps increase sales and 
services productivity.

Boost Productivity Firm-Wide
Firms using Advent Direct® Investor Man-
agement report significant gains in produc-
tivity. The front office team no longer needs
to query multiple systems and files to
access the information they need to have
more meaningful conversations with clients.
� Questions can be answered in real time

by accessing relevant documents, state-
ments, and portfolio details with the
swipe of a finger.

� Meeting notes are collected in a single
location, creating a place where informa-
tion sharing with other members of the
firm is easy.

� Employees can clearly see the relation-
ships between investors, advisors, port-
folio detail, and workflow processes.

With Advent Direct® Investor Management,
you can communicate consistent and up-to-
date data firm-wide whether in the office or
on the road.

Elevate the Conversation
In today’s fast-paced work environment,
conversations with your clients and
prospects don’t always happen in the office.
You need to stay connected and productive
wherever you are. Advent Direct® Investor
Management delivers a 360° view of your
business on the go—including contacts,
meetings, notes, appointments, and port-
folio information— giving you the critical
information you need to make the most out
of client and prospect interactions.

Eliminate Boundaries and Enhance 
Collaboration
Client interactions can involve multiple par-
ties from across the firm—whether it’s the
back office preparing presentations and
running portfolio reports, the investment
team discussing strategy, or the compliance
officer communicating policies internally.
With Advent Direct® Investor Management,
these resources are accessible to the front
office directly on their desktop or mobile
device. Client visits no longer require 
pre-meetings and calls around the firm to
determine the status of a portfolio and the
performance of assets. The front office
team can review and analyze data to dis-
cover new opportunities in the client base
and communicate their findings to the rest
of the office quickly.

Stay Connected Everywhere
Being effective while out of the office
involves more than presenting information
on the go—you need to be connected to the
information you need. With mobile access to
your clients’ portfolio data and alerts from
the home office, you are empowered to take
control of client and prospect meetings.
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By providing easy access 
to actionable information
about portfolios, products,
and people, Advent Direct®
Investor Management helps
increase sales and services
productivity.



Use your tablet to guide portfolio discus-
sions, review current allocations, and
explore new ideas. Advent Direct® Investor
Management allows for interactive, informal
exchanges with just the right touch of pro-
fessional polish. And your presentation
demonstrates that your firm embraces
technology to provide a better client 
experience.

Prepare for Meetings in Minutes
Today the front, middle, and back office are
engaged in a variety of repetitive tasks, dual
data entry, and manual processes that range
from preparing for meetings to new account
set-up. By integrating firm-wide information
with customizable workflows, Advent’s solu-
tions reduce the time spent on these activi-
ties. Advent Direct® Investor Management,
with customizable and automated guided
workflows, lets you implement best prac-
tices and spend more time on your most
important activities: gathering and investing
assets and delivering results.

Access Key Documents Online
Finding documents relating to the full life-
cycle of an investor—from onboarding and
meetings to statements and invoicing—
is no longer relegated to the office filing
cabinet or multiple shared drives. Research, 
analytics, news and other documents asso-
ciated with a portfolio can be surfaced
along with the pertinent holdings. Your 
front office team will no longer need to call
around to gather documents and reports—
they will have them at hand.

Communicate Proactively
Advent Direct® Investor Management
includes social tools to better manage your
internal communications as well as generate
notifications on important details within
portfolios. The front office team can be
alerted when deposits arrive, compliance
issues arise, or statements are ready
through a notification stream customized
for them. Communicating with other port-
folio managers, research analysts, or opera-
tion staff to ask questions and get answers
prior to meetings gives you a complete 
picture of your client and your business.
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The Advent Direct℠ dashboard.
Users can customize it according to
their daily workflows and tasks.



Get Up and Running Quickly
Advent Direct® Investor Management does
not require the migration of data from your
underlying Advent applications, which
greatly simplifies implementation. If you are
on the latest release of Advent Portfolio
Exchange® (APX) and your data is of good

quality, getting up and running is a fairly
quick and straightforward process—faster
and easier than a conventional software
installation. This ease of implementation
enables you and your firm to start realizing
the benefits of the solution within a short
time frame.
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Comprehensive view of a single family's
assets. Users can customize the data
displayed to their particular needs.
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Learn More About Advent Direct®
Advent Direct® unifies your firm’s technol-
ogy, information, and people on a single
platform with a common interface. It’s a
powerful, flexible, cloud-based platform
accessible on desktop, laptop, or mobile
devices—the ultimate platform for enhanc-
ing both firm-wide collaboration and per-
sonal productivity. Easy to deploy in the
front office with no new infrastructure,
Advent Direct® is designed with strong secu-
rity safeguards to protect your confidential
data. Advent Direct® Investor Management
is the first of many customizable solutions
Advent plans to roll out.

To learn more about Advent Direct® Investor
Management, contact Sales@advent.com

Who We Are
Over the last 30 years of industry change,
our core mission to help our clients focus on
their unique strategies and deliver excep-
tional investor service has never wavered.
With unparalleled precision and ahead-
of‐the-curve solutions, we’ve helped over
4,300 firms in more than 50 countries—
from established global institutions to small
start-up practices—to grow their business
and thrive. Advent technology helps firms
minimize risk, work together seamlessly, and
discover new opportunities in a constantly
evolving world. Together with our clients, we
are shaping the future of investment man-
agement. For more information on Advent
products visit http://www.advent.com.
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